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A COMPUTABLE SEMANTICS 
FOR GENERAL LOGIC PROGRAMS 
MARK WALLACE 
D Semantics for positive programs have been thoroughly explored in the 
context of Herbrand models through the immediate consequence function 
T. For general logic programs, i.e. programs whose clauses may contain 
negative literals in their body, parallel semantics have been developed using 
three-valued logic and a new immediate consequence function a. However, 
over Herbrand models this semantics is not in general computable. A 
computable subclass is introduced in this paper, termed the canonical 
general programs. Our main result is to show, constructively, that this latter 
class is in some sense representative of all general logic programs, thus 
extending to general ogic programs a result proven recently by Jaffar and 
Stuckey for positive logic programs. The new result is obtained by provid- 
ing a transformation which, given any general ogic program GP, produces 
a canonical general ogic program CGP “semantically equivalent” to GP in 
the sense that it has the same success et and finite failure set. It intuitively 
means that the declarative semantics of CGP captures exactly the set of 
answers computable from GP. a 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The semantics for (pure) positive logic programs and, in particular, the correspon- 
dence between their formal (or declarative) semantics and their operational (or 
computational) semantics is understood precisely. Both semantics for a positive 
program PP can be obtained using the “immediate consequence” function Tpp 
which maps any set of atoms from the Herbrand base to the set of atoms 
immediately derivable from them via the program [9,15,8]. The least fixed point of 
Tpp, Ifp(Tpp), is the smallest Herbrand model of PP, and the greatest fixed point of 
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TPP, gfp(TPP), is its largest Herbrand model. The function Tpp also captures the 
operational semantics in that the result Tpp t w of reapplying Tpp repeatedly w 
times to the empty set yields the success et SS(PP) of PP. The result Tpp J w of 
reapplying Tpp repeatedly to the complete Herbrand base HB yields a set that lacks 
precisely those ground atoms of HB in the finite failure set FF(PP) of PP. 
While, for positive queries the declarative and operational semantics coincide 
because Tpp t w = Ifp(Tpp), for negative queries it is not in general the case, since we 
only have Tpp J w 2 gfp(Tpp). However, in a recent paper [5], Jaffar and Stuckey 
have shown that the class of positive programs for which both semantics coincide 
for negative queries as well [i.e. for which Tpp 4 w = gfp(Tpp)], termed there cunoni- 
cal programs, is in fact representative of all positive programs. In other words, they 
prove that for every positive program there exits a “semantically equivalent” 
canonical positive program. 
General programs are pure logic programs whose clauses may have negated 
literals in their bodies. Clark [2] has shown that a general program is best viewed as 
a shorthand for its completion, but the completion is not necessarily consistent. 
Furthermore, for general programs GP, TGp may not have any fixed points. Using 
3-valued logic it is possible to rebuild much of the above semantics for general 
programs in terms of a new immediate consequence function @ introduced by 
Fitting [4]. The fixed points of Q are precisely the three-valued Herbrand models of 
the (three-valued logic) program completion. Q, is monotonic, so it has a least fixed 
point Ifp(i9). The least tixed point uniquely reflects the program semantics because 
it models all Herbrand consequences of the program completion (i.e. every sentence 
which is true in all three-valued Herbrand models), and we therefore term it the 
initial model. It has a particular application to deductive databases expressed as 
general programs. A deductive database from the “proof theoretic” view is a set of 
formulae, but from the “model theoretic” view it is a set of facts. The correspon- 
dence between the set of formulae which constitute the program completion and the 
initial model provides an isomorphism between the two views. 
Unfortunately the operational semantics for general programs GP captured by 
@cP t 0 is not necessarily equivalent o Ifp(@,,). In this case QGP t w is not even a 
model for the program completion. 
Kunen [7] has shown that if we consider non-Herbrand as well as Herbrand 
interpretations, QGP t w does collect all the logical consequences of the program 
completion. Specifically, although QcP t w itself may not be a model for the 
completion, any sentence which is a logical consequence is modelled by @cr. t N for 
every N greater than some finite integer. 
The class of general programs for which @oP t w = Ifp(QGp) is very important. It 
comprises all those programs whose initial model can be computed from GP. 
Moreover, for programs in this class we can without loss of generality restrict 
ourselves to Herbrand models, because the literals which are consequences of the 
program completion are in this case precisely the literals in its Herbrand conse- 
quences. The positive programs in this class are the canonical (positive) programs of 
JafIar and Stuckey. We therefore define the complete class to be the canonical 
general programs. 
The results we present in this paper can be viewed as a generalisation from JalIar 
and Stuckey’s results for positive logic programs [5] to general ogic programs, using 
the formal semantics based on three-valued logic introduced above. More precisely, 
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we first (Section 2) focus on positive programs and propose a simple way to 
construct for any such program a semantically equivalent canonical (positive) 
program. Second, and more importantly (Section 3) we formally define the class of 
canonical generalprograms and prove, in a constructive way, that it is representative 
of all general logic programs. To show this we extend the definitions of (SLD) 
success et and the (SLD) finite failure set to general logic programs. Using these 
definitions, we exhibit a transformation which, given any general program, produces 
a canonical general program, which is semantically equivalent o the initial one in 
the sense that it has the same success et and finite failure set. 
When the general program GP is transformed to a canonical general program 
CP, the initial model Ifp(+,,) is computable. CP contains some functions and 
predicates not in GP, but if we drop these from the initial model for CP, then the 
resulting structure is in fact (Pop t w. Consequently the results of this paper permit 
computable semantics to be assigned to any general ogic program GP via the initial 
model of its semantically equivalent canonical program CP. 
2. POSITIVE LOGIC PROGRAMS 
2. I. Dejbtitions 
We consider here first order predicate calculus formulae. Variables are written 
starting with an uppercase letter (e.g. X, Y,, Res); constants and functions start 
with a lowercase letter (e.g. f, s(X), complete); predicates also start with a 
lowercase letter and must be distinguished from functions by the context [e.g. true, 
pcp( X), fin_p(X, N, complete)]. To represent arbitrary atoms and literals we 
sometimes use metavariables: atoms are written A,, A,,. . . and B,, B,,. . .; and 
literals Lit,, Lit,, . . . . 
A definite clause is a disjunction of literals of which exactly one is positive. Such 
a clause can be written thus: 
A + B,, B,,..., B, 
where A, B,, B,, . . . , B, are all atoms. A is called the head, B,, B,, . . . , B, is called 
the program clause body, and if the body is empty, then A + is termed a fact. A 
positive program is a finite set of definite clauses. 
A general program clause has a head which is an atom, and a body which is a set 
of literals, which may this time be positive or negative: 
A + Lit,, Litl,..., Lit, 
In this case the Lit, may be positive or negative literals. 
A predicate calculus language is specified by its sets of predicate and function 
symbols, ll and Z respectively. We write L = (KI, Z). The language L(P) generated 
by the program P is the language containing exactly the set of predicate and 
function symbols which occur in P. 
If L is the language (ll, Z), then the Herbrand universe HU, is the set of terms 
expressible using functions in Z; the Herbrand base HB, is the set of ground atoms 
constructable using II and Z. A Herbrand interpretation HI, can be identified with 
a subset of the Herbrand base (see e.g. [9]). For a positive program PP, the function 
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Tpp maps any Herbrand interpretation HILCpp) to another Herbrand interpretation. 
If A is a ground atom in HBLCpp), then A E Tpp(HILcppj) iff there is a program 
clause in PP with ground instance A + B,, . . . , B, such that {B,, . . . , BN} c 
‘HI,(,,,. The result of reapplying the function Tpp w times to the empty interpreta- 
tion, written Tpp t w, is the least fixed point Ifp(T&). 
A canonical positive program is defined to be any program for which the result, 
written Tpp 4 w, of applying Tpp w times to the complete Herbrand base HBLcppj is 
its greatest fIxed point &fp(Tpp). 
The (SLD) success et of a program PP is the set of all atoms A in HBLcppj such 
that PP U { + A) has an SLD-refutation. Its (SLD) finite failure set is the set of 
atoms A in HBLcppj for which there exists a finitely failed SLD-tree for PP U 
{+*I* 
The success set SS(PP) of a positive program PP contains precisely those 
ground atoms in HBLcppj contained in Tpp t w, and its finite failure set FF( PP) 
contains the ones not contained in T,, _1 w (see [8]). If \k is a set of formulae and L 
is a language where L c L(q), then we write *L for the subset of formulae in \k 
that are expressed in L. A positive program PP2 conservatively extends a program 
PPl if L(PP1) c L(PP2) and 
ss( PP2) L(Pp1) = SS( PPl) 
and 
PP( PP2) L(Pp1) = FF( PPl). 
Jaffar and Stuckey’s result (in [5]) states that every positive program has a canonical 
program which conservatively extends it. We follow these authors in using “seman- 
tically equivalent” in this special sense of conservative extension. The justification is 
that the computational semantics of a positive program are captured by its success 
set and finite failure set. Thus if program PP2 conservatively extends program PPl, 
then their computational semantics are identical for any query expressed in the 
language of PPl. This justification carries over to general programs as well. We note 
that for other purposes other notions of equivalence are important (see e.g. [lo]). 
2.2. Tr’hnsforming Positive Programs 
We now introduce a transformation which, given any positive program PP, maps it 
onto a semantically equivalent canonical program CP, thus providing a constructive 
proof of the main result in [5]. We first describe the transformation and then prove 
that the transformed program is canonical and conservatively extends the initial 
one. To avoid confusion when we discuss the transformation, we will suffix predi- 
cate symbols according to the program in which they appear; e.g., qPP( X) stands 
for the occurrence of q(X) in the positive program PP, and q&X) for the 
occurrence of q(X) in the transformed program CP. When an X is written bold- 
X-it represents a sequence of variables. Thus the atom p(X) has predicate p and 
an unspecified number of variable arguments. A bold Y represents a sequence of 
terms, and a bold T represents a sequence of ground terms. CorI stands for either 
of the constants complete or incomplete. We interpret a small s as the integer 
successor function, and positive integers n are represented by s( s( . . . s(O). . . )). 
For each predicate ppp in the positive program PP, there are three predicates in 
the transformed program CP: pcP, and two extra predicates $n_p and rec_p. The 
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predicate symbols jIn p and rec_p are chosen to be outside the language L(PP). 
These two predicates-intuitively simulate computations of the predicate pPP. The 
predicates take all the arguments of pPP, p lus two more. The first extra argument is 
an integer N representing the maximum depth of the simulated computation. The 
second may take only two values, complete and incomplete. The value complete 
corresponds to a successful computation in which all the goals are closed at depths 
less than or equal to N, and the value incomplete corresponds to a computation in 
which there are still open goals remaining at depth N. (A computation of p&Y) 
that finitely fails by depth N is simulated by the failure of +$n_p(Y, N, 2)). 
(1) The recursive predicate ret p is used to encode in CP arbitrary computa- 
tions of pPP. It corresponds% fact to the R, predicate introduced in [5]. The 
clauses defining pep and rec_p in CP are given below: 
pcP( X) + rec_p ( X, 0, incomplete) 
rec_p (X, N, complete) + 
rec_p ( X, N, incomplete) + 
fin_p(X, N, z), 
rec_p(X, s(N), 2). 
ppp and rec_p are therefore defined in such a way that: 
(a) pCP( Y) succeeds against CP if an only if there is an integer N such that 
fin_p( Y, N, complete) succeeds. 
(b) pCP(Y) finitely fails if and only if there is an integer N such that 
Jin_p(Y, N, 2) finitely fails. 
(c) For any ground atom rec_p(T, N, CorZ), 
rec_p(T, N, CorI) E Tcp J w if and only if rec_p(T, N, CorI) E 
T,,Jw+l. 
Conditions (a) and (b) show that the transformed program CP is semanti- 
cally equivalent o the original program PP. The condition c is necessary to 
show that the transformed program is in fact canonical. (For canonicality we 
also need a result equivalent o c for the other predicates pcP and jin_p.) 
(2) The predicate $n_p encodes finite computations of pPP. The clauses for fin-p 
in CP are transformed versions of the clauses for pPP in PP. 
(4 If pPP is m-ary predicate in PP, there is a fact in the transformed 
program CP 
(b) 
fin-p (X, 0, incomplete ) + 
where X comprises m variables. 
For each fact 
in PP, there is a fact in CP 
Jin_p(Y, s(N), complete) + 
where, since N is a variable, s(N) can be instantiated to any positive 
integer. 
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(c) For each rule in PP 
PPP(Y) + h(YI)Y UY,), 1.. 9 UY,) 
there is a rule in CP 
Jin_p(K s(N), Z) 6 
$n_MY,, N, ResJ, 
$n__W’& N, Resd, 
\ 
_&_4,SY,,,, N, WA
pass_on( complete, Res,, Z,), 
pass_on(Z,, Res,, Z,), 
&z.ss_on(Z,,_l, Res,, Z) 
As noted above, the third argument Res, of each subgoal represents the 
completeness or incompleteness of the simulated computation. The predicate 
pass-on is simply used to detect whether all the subgoals are complete (in 
which case the value returned for Z is complete) or if one or more subgoals 
are incomplete (in which case so is Z). The predicate pass-on is defined 
accordingly by the following four clauses: 
pass_on(complete, complete, complete) + 
pass_on(complete, incomplete, incomplete) + 
pass_on(incomplete, complete, incomplete) i- 
pass_on(incomplete, incomplete, incomplete) + 
As will be formally stated and proven below, the above definition for fin-p 
implies that, if T is a sequence of ground terms and N is an integer, i.e. a 
term of the form s(s(. . . s(O))): 
(a) fin_p(T, N, complete) succeeds against CP if ‘and only if p&T) E 
Tpp t N. 
(b) Jin_p(T, N, complete) and Jin_p(T, N, incomplete) both finitely fail 
against CP if and only if p&T) 4 Tpp 3_ N. 
(c) Any ground term fin_p(T, N, Cod) evaluated against CP either succeeds 
or finitely fails. 
The tirst two equivalences show that fin-p does indeed simulate finite 
computations of ppp. The third equivalence is required to ensure that the 
transformed program CP does not lose any answers by failing to terminate. 
As a conclusion for the presentation of our transformation we give below two 
examples of positive programs and their transformed versions. Before, let us 
mention that the transformed program, if evaluated depth first, happens to simulate 
bounded depth first computation of the original program. As pointed out to the 
author by Michael Maher, bounded depth hrst computation (with a different 
measure of depth) was also proposed for the “PROLOG technology theorem 
prover” [14]. For a theorem prover, bounded computation solves the problem that 
“logic progr amming systems with a depth first search rule using a fixed try order of 
program clauses” will not “guarantee to always find the success branch.” The above 
quotations, and a brief discussion of alternative solutions to this problem, can be 
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found in [9, pp. 52-561. In the current paper, on the other hand, we are only 
interested in the declarative semantics of the transformed program, not in its 
evaluation. The reason to record the depth of search as an argument in the 
transformed predicates is to state as an axiom that an atom A for a predicate is a 
consequence of the transformed program if and only if there is some finite depth at 
which a proof of A exists. 
Program PPI : 
q(u) c P(X) 
p(b) + 
Transformed program CP,: 
q(X) + rec_q( X, 0, incomplete) 
rec_q( X, N, complete) + 
rec_q( X, N, incomplete) + 
Jin_q(X, N, Z), 
rec_q(X, s(N), Z) 
Jin_q( X, 0, incomplete) + 
Jin_q(u, s(N), Z) +- 
Jin_p(X, N, Res), 
puss_on (complete, Res, Z) 
p( X) + rec_p( X, 0, incomplete) 
rec_p( X, N, complete) +- 
rec_p ( X, N, incomplete) + 
$n_p(X, N, Z), 
rec_p(X, s(N), Z) 
fin-p (X, 0, incomplete) 6 
jin_p(b, s(N), complete) * 
The reader will observe, by following through an evaluation of for example + q(a), 
how the transformed program CP, simulates computations in PPI. 
In the second example we change the procedure for p so that PP, is no longer 
itself canonical. Program PP,: 
4(a) ‘P(X) 
P(f(W) + P(X) 
The transformed program CP, is identical to CP, except for the procedure $n_p, 
whose new clauses are: 
fin-p ( X, 0, incomplete) 4- 
Jin_p(f(X), s(N), Z) + 
f;n_p(X, N, Res), 
p&_on(complete, Res, Z) 
The query + q(u) no longer fails finitely against either PP, or CP,. Because 
p(T) GC TPP, .J w for any ground term T E HU( PP,), it follows immediately that 
q(u) 4 Tpp, 4 o + 1. On CP,, however, for any integer N, we can find a term T such 
that Jin_p( T, N, incomplete) E SS(CP,) (just choose T =fm( a), where m is an 
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integer larger than N). Therefore Jin_q( a, s(N), incomplete) E SS(CP,) for any 
integer N. So, by the procedure for rec_q, rec_q(a,O, incomplete) E Tcp2 L w, and 
thus qcp2( a) E Top, & w + 1. 
It remains to prove that the transformed program CP is a conservative xtension 
of the positive program PP, and that CP is canonical. Towards this objective we 
introduce a cascade of lemmas. Their proofs are given in the appendix. 
Lemma 1. VN. QZ. fin_p(T, N, Z) E SS(CP) VJ;n_p(T, N, Z) E FF(CP) 
From Lemma 1 it follows that any ground atom fin_p(T, N, Carl) E Tcp J w 
must be in SS(CP), so it also belongs to Tcp J w + 1. 
The following two lemmas establish a link between the fixed point semantics of 
the positive program PP and the declarative semantics of its transformed ver- 
sion CP. 
Lemma 2. QN.p,,(T) E Tpp t N if and on& iffin_p(T, N, complete) E SS(CP). 
Lemma 3. QN.p,,(T) E Tpp J N if and only if 
fin_p(T, N, complete) G SS(CP) and fin-p (T, N, incomplete) 4 SS( CP). 
The next two lemmas show that a recursive goal with predicate rec_p succeeds 
(finitely fails) if and only if one of the finite computations fin-p succeeds (fails). 
Lemma 4. For any integer K, 
rec_p (T, K, incomplete) E SS( CP) if and only if 
YN.fin_p(T, N,complete) E SS(CP). 
Lemma 5. For any integer K, 
rec_p (T, K, incomplete) E FF( CP) if and only if 
3N.{ fin_p(T, N, complete), fin-p (T, N, incomplete)} c FF( CP). 
Lemma 5 has a corollary that, if it applies to any integer K, it applies 
to all integers: If for any K, rec_p(T, K, incomplete) E Tcp 4 w, then 
QN.(jin_p(T, N, complete) E Tcp 4 w Jjin_p(T, N, incomplete) E Tcp J w), and so 
QN.rec_p(T, N, incomplete) E Tcp J w. (1) 
The following lemma is fundamental to the proof that CP is canonical. 
Lemma 6. 
QN.( rec_p (T, N, incomplete) E Tcp J w 
+ rec_p (T, N, incomplete) E Tcp J w + 1). 
The three theorems for semantic equivalence of PP and CP, and canonicality of 
CP, are now simple to prove. 
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Theorem 7. 
pCP(T) E SS(CP) ifandonly if ppp(T) E SS(PP). 
PROOF. 
P&T) E SS(CP) 
if and only if 
rec_p (T, 0, incomplete) E SS( CP) 
if and only if 
(by the procedure for Pep) 
3N. fin-p (T, N, complete) E SS( CP) (by Lemma 4) 
if and only if 
YN.p,,(T) E Tpp r N (by Lemma 2) 
if and only if 
pw(T) E SS(PP). 0 
Theorem 8. 
pCP(T) E FF(CP) ifandonly if ppp(T) E FF(PP). 
PROOF. 
P&T) E FF(CP) 
if and only if 
rec_p (T, 0, incomplete) E FF( CP) 
if and only if 
3 N. V CorI.jin_p (T, N, CorZ) E FF( CP) 
if and only if 
(by Lemma 5) 
3N. VCorI.fin_p(T, N, CorI) P SS(CP) 
if and only if 
(by Lemma 1) 
3N. ppp(T) @ Tpp L N (by Lemma 3) 
if and only if 
PW(T) EFF(PP)- •I 
Theorem 9. CP is canonical. 
PROOF. It suffices to prove that Tcp J w = T& & w + 1. We consider each of the 
predicates of CP in turn. 
pass-on comprises only facts, so for any ground atom A = pass_on( T,, T,, T,), 
AsTCPJu ifandonlyif AeTCpJ1 ifandonlyif AET~~Jw+~. 
For any ground atom A =J;n_p(T, N, CorI), by Lemma 1, 
A 6 Top J 0 
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if and only if 
A 0 FF(CP) 
if and only if 
A E SS(CP) 
if and only if 
For any ground atom rec_p(T, N, complete), the result is trivial because it is in 
SS( CP). 
For ground atoms rec_p( T, N, incomplete) the result is proved above (Lemma 6). 
For ground atoms p,,(T) the proof is 
P&-)~TCP1~ 
if and only if 
VN.(k#) E TPP J N) 
if and only if 
VN.( rec_p ( T, 0, incomplete) E Tpp $ N) 
if and only if 
rec_p (T, 0, complete) E Tcp 4 w 
if and only if 
3. GENERAL PROGRAMS 
3.1. Declarative and Fixed Point Semantics 
It is possible to evaluate negative goals even against positive programs using 
negation by failure, and its semantics is described by the program completion [2]. On 
the basis of negation by failure a number of logic programming systems have been 
extended to admit negation in the bodies of program clauses (e.g. IC-PROLOG [3] 
and MuPROLOG [ll]). We call programs whose clauses contain negation in their 
bodies general programs. The extension is not very satisfactorily described by the 
program completion, because completed programs can now be inconsistent without 
this being obvious [12]. Many existing practical programs may have an inconsistent 
completion, and this would license such programs to succeed on any arbitrary input. 
Apt and van Emden [15] proved that, for positive programs, the fixed points of 
Tpp are precisely the Herbrand models of the completion comp( PP) of PP, and 
Apt, Blair, and Walker [l] extend the result to general programs. Since the 
completion of a general program GP may not be consistent, TGp is no longer 
guaranteed to have a fixed point. However it is still possible to extend much of the 
semantics developed for positive programs to general programs by using Kleene’s 
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three-valued logic [6]. A semantics based on partial, or three-ualued, models has 
been developed by Fitting [4] and Kunen [7]. Fitting introduced a three-valued 
completion and showed that every general program GP has a consistent completion 
comp,(GP). He also defined an immediate consequence function Q, which maps 
between pairs of subsets of the Herbrand base. Each pair of subsets defines a 
three-valued Herbrand interpretation; one subset comprises the atoms mapped to T 
(true), one comprises the atoms mapped to F (false), and all the other atoms are 
mapped to the third truth value U. ,t.dopting the syntax of Fitting, if I is a pair of 
such subsets, and Atom a.n atom is in the subset mapped to T, we write TAtom E I, 
and if Atom is in the subset mapped to F, we write FAtom E I. 
In order that (I& should properly capture the operational semantics of the 
general program GP, it is necessary to consider a language with infinitely many 
constants, not just the language L(GP) containing only constants appearing in the 
program GP.’ We use a language with a fixed infinite set of function symbols (which 
include all the functions which can appear in any program). The predicate symbols 
are just those appearing in the program. The resulting language we term L(GP + ). 
This can be contrasted with the assumption of Fitting, who used the language 
generated by the program. Following Kunen [7], we use a language with infinitely 
many functions of each arity, although it is strictly only necessary to have infinitely 
many constants, and the function symbols appearing in the program. For our 
purposes it is convenient o have a program-dependent set of predicate symbols so 
that extra predicates in the transformed program can be chosen outside L(GP + ). 
aGp acts on a Herbrand base whose atoms are built from the language L(GP + ). 
Fitting showed that (whatever the language) the fixed points of @cP are precisely 
the three-valued Herbrand models of comp,(GP). @ is monotonic, i.e., for any pair 
(TSl, FSl) of sets, if TS2 2 TSl A FS2 2 FSl then cP(TS2, FS2) 2 @(TSl, FSl). 
Therefore there exists some ordinal (Y such that @cP t (Y is a fixed point of acP and 
thus a three-valued model for comp,(GP). 
The three-valued interpretation defined by QGP t w corresponds to the set of 
computable results of the program. There is a problem similar to that for positive 
programs in that the closure ordinal can be greater than w, in which case @cP t o is 
not even a model of comp,(GP). (The interested reader is referred to [4,7,13] for 
further details on all these results.) 
3.2. Canonical General Programs 
In Section 2.1 above, the (SLD) success set and the (SLD) finite failure set were 
defined in terms of SLD resolution. However, SLD resolution is not applicable to 
general programs, and we therefore require a new (extended) definition of success 
set and finite failure set. A direct substitution of SLDNF resolution (SLD resolution 
incorporating negation as failure) is unsatisfactory because it cannot give any 
definition of success et and finite failure set to programs it fails to treat, such as the 
‘Using the language f.(W), if GP is p(a) 6, q * -p(X), then q is already false in QGcp f 2, 
although q does not fail under negation by failure. 
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program GP1: 
r + ,P(X) 
p(a) + 
P(X) + 4X) 
4(a) + 
We require a definition of success et and finite failure set that admits r E P’F(GP1). 
Negation by constraints [16] provides an operational extension to resolution that 
ensures the query + r finitely fails against GPl, and that + 7r succeeds. For the 
purposes of the current paper, however, it will be convenient o take a declarative 
definition of SS and FF that for positive programs coincides with the operational 
one in terms of SLD resolution, and for general programs appears implementable. 
Therefore we extend the declarative definition of finite failure due to Lassez and 
Maher [8] to cover success and finite failure of general programs. 
Let GP be a general program. Then Szp, the set of atoms in HBLCGp+) which 
succeed at depth d, and F&, the set of atoms which are finitely failed at depth d, 
are defined as follows: 
A E S& if A is an instance of a fact in GP. 
A E F& if A does not unify with the head of any clause in GP. 
A~S&ford>lifforsomeclauseB+-Pi... B, in GP, and the substitution 8 
such that A = Be and B,8,. . . , B,B are ground, for every B# (1 I i 2 k), 
either 
BiO is a ground atom, and Bit3 E S&l, or 
Bif3 is a negative literal, 7 Btf3, and B:e E F$gl. 
A E Ftdp for d > 1 if for each clause B + B, . . . B, in GP, and substitution 0 such 
that A = B8 and BIB,. . ., B,8 are ground, there exists a Bit3 (1 I i s k), such 
that either 
B$ is a ground atom, and B# E F$;l, or 
Bie is a negative literal, 7 B!f3, and B$ E $$;I. 
Now the success et SS(GP) of the general program GP is defined by 
DeJinition 10. SS(GP) = U d r,S&. 
The finite failure set FF(GP) is defined by 
Definition 11. FF(GP) = U dklF& 
It is direct from the definition of Fitting’s immediate consequence operator QGp, 
below, that 
SS(GP)= {Atom4-Atom~~,,~w}, 
FF(GP)= {Atom-FAtomEQGPfu}. 
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In the next section we give the full definition of 0 and prove the following 
proposition: 
Proposition 12. If PP is a positive program, then for any ground atom Atom in 
H&P+) and any ordinal N, 
TAtomE(PppTN ifandonlyif AtomET,,tN 
and 
FAtom E a,, t N if and only if Atom P Tpp J N. 
From these equivalences it follows that the definitions of success set and finite 
failure set for general ogic programs coincide for positive logic programs with the 
standard definition: 
SS( PP) = Tpp t w, 
FF( PP) = HI&+)\ Tpp .L 0. 
Both the finite failure set and the success et are in general strictly smaller than 
the set of ground atoms made false and true, respectively, in the smallest hree-val- 
ued Herbrand model of the program. For certain general programs this model 
contains II! relations which are uncomputable [4]. We identify a computable subset 
of general programs-the set of programs whose closure ordinal is o. 
Proposition 12 above ensures that for every canonical (positive) program CPP, 
@ cpp has closure ordinal w. Proof: 
Q, CPP t w 
is equivalent to 
(TAtom~AtomET,,,~o}U{FAtom~Atom~T,,,~w} 
which is equivalent o 
{TAtom~AtomET,,,~o+1}U{FAtom~Atom~T,,,~w+1} 
which is equivalent o 
@opp?w+I. 
We can therefore extend the term canonical to include all general logic programs 
CGP whose closure ordinal is w. 
Dejinition 13. A canonical general program is a general program CGP for which 
Q, cGP t w is a three-valued model. 
Canonical general programs CGP are particularly interesting because their 
declarative consequences (as captured in their least three-valued model aCGp t w) 
are identical with their computational consequences (as captured in their success 
and finite failure sets). 
Finally, the definition of a “conservative xtension” can be directly carried over 
from the positive programming case. 
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Dejinition 14. A general ogic program GP2 conservatively extena3 the program GPl 
if L(GP1 + ) _C L(GP2 + ) and 
SS(GP2) L(GPI+) = SS(GP1) 
and 
FP’(GP2)LCGP1+) =FP’(GP1). 
As in the case of positive programs, we justify our use of “semantically equiva- 
lent” in the special sense of conservative extension because, if a program GP2 
conservatively extends a program GPl, then their computational semantics (cap- 
tured by the success set and finite failure set) are identical for any query 
expressed in the language L(GP1 + ). (We note that the concept of program 
“equivalence” introduced in [4] is much stronger, since for it all three-valued 
models must coincide, not just Cp T w as in our case.) 
3.3. Transforming General Programs to Canonical Programs 
The result of JaRar and Stuckey [5] is now extended to the general ogic program- 
ming case: we prove that every general logic program has a canonical program 
which conservatively extends it. 
First we introduce concepts necessary for defining the immediate consequence 
function ip. We define when a pair of subsets of the Herbrand base (J’S, P’S) makes 
the body of a program clause instance true, and when false. Since such a pair 
defines a three-valued Herbrand interpretation and a program clause instance is 
simply an unquantified closed formula, we simply select the relevant definitions 
from the general notion of three-valued interpretation. 
A pair of sets, (TS, P’S), makes an unquantified closed formula, A, true under 
the following circumstances: 
A is an ground atom, and A E TS. 
A is XA Y, and S makes X true and S makes Y true. 
A is -X, and S makes X false. 
A pair of sets, (TS, FS), makes a closed formula, A, false under the following 
circumstances: 
A is an ground atom, and A E FS. 
A is X A Y, and S makes X false or S makes Y false. 
A is 7X, and S makes X true. 
A pair of sets is consistent if it makes no formula both true and false. 
The immediate consequence function QGp is defined so that for each instance of a 
clause in GP, the interpretation of its body in a pair of sets (TS, FS) is the same as 
the interpretation of its head in !Dc,( TS, FS). For any general ogic program GP, its 
immediate consequence function QGp is defined as follows: For any ground 
atom A: 
TA E @,,(TS, FS) if and only if there is an instance A + B,, . . . , B, of a clause 
in GP such that (TS, FS) makes B, A - - - A B,, true. 
FA E QJTS, FS) if and only if for every instance A + B,, . . . , B, of a clause in 
GP, (TS, FS) makes B, A . - . A B,, false. 
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Fitting [4] proves that for any general program GP, if (TS, Fs) is a consistent pair 
of sets, then so is (PGp(TS, FS). The pair of empty sets is consistent, and therefore 
so is QGp t N, for any integer N. Since OGp t n . n E N is a directed family of 
consistent sets, it follows that QGp t w is also a consistent pair of sets [4, p. 3011. 
We now prove Proposition 12 of Section 3.2 above. 
First equivalence: If PP is a positive program, then for any ground atom in 
H*L(PP+) and any ordinal N, 
TAtom E ap, t N if and only if Atom E Tpp t N. 
Proof by transfinite induction on N: 
N = 0: trivial. 
Suppose VN < K.(TAtom E Qpp T N if and only if Atom E Tpp t N). If K is a 
limit ordinal, 
TAtomE@,,tK 
if and only if 
3N < K.TAtom E ap,, t N 
if and only if 
3N < K.Atom E Tpp t N 
if and only if 
Atom E Tpp t K. 
If K is a successor ordinal, 
TAtom E a,, t K 
if and only if there is a clause with instance Atom t B,,. . ., B, such that 
&.?(K- 1) makes B1,..., B, true, if and only if 
{T* i,...JB,} H’,,t(K-I) 
if and only if 
1* I,..., *,} c T&.7(= I) 
if and only if 
Atom E Tpp t K. 
Second equivalence: FAtom E Qpp t N if and only if Atom 6Z Tpp J N. The proof 
is similar. 
The transformation defined for positive programs in Section 2.2 above will now 
be extended to deal with general logic programs. The result of the transformation 
will be a canonical general program which conservatively extends the general 
program. The only extension involves negative liter& appearing in the body of 
general program clauses. In the transformation of positive programs, a positive 
literal bi( Y) appearing in the body of a program clause is transformed into the goal 
atom jin_bi( Y, N, Res,). In general programs, a negative literal 7 bi( Y) is trans- 
formed into the goal atom neg_b,( Y, N, Res,). 
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neg_b, is a new predicate which appears only in the transformed program. It is 
defined by two clauses: 
neg_b,( X, N, incomplete) +Jin_bi( X, N, incomplete) 
neg_b,( X, N, complete) + 
-,jin_bi( X, N, complete), 
+%_bi( X, N, incomplete). 
With this detinition it is possible to extend the lemmas and theorems of Section 2 
to hold for general logic programs. The lemmas concerning $n_p need to be 
extended in the general case to cover neg_p as well, but the theorems remain 
unchanged. We state them all again here, and in the appendix we give the proofs 
extended to the general case. In what follows, GP is a general ogic program, and 
CP is the result of transforming GP as defined in Section 2.2 above, and with 
negative literal goals transformed as described in this section. 
Lemma IG. 
Atom E SS(CP) or Atom E FF(CP) 
for any ground atom Atom =jin_p(T, N, C) or Atom = neg_p(T, N, C). 
Lemma 2G. 
Tp,,(T)~iPo,t N ifandonlyif fin_p(T,N,complete)ESS(CP), 
Fp,,( T) E ip,, t N if and only if neg_p (T, N, complete) E SS( CP). 
No generalization of Lemma 3 is needed, since the failure of $n_p( T, N, CorZ) 
for each CorZ is equivalent o the success of neg_p(T, N, complete). 
Lemma 4G. For any integer K, 
rec_p (T, K, incomplete) E SS( CP) 
if and only if YN.fin_p(T, N, complete) E SS(CP). 
Lemma 5 can be simplified so as to show more clearly its relationship with 
Lemma 4: 
Lemma 5G. For any integer K, 
rec_p (T, K, incomplete) E FF( CP) 
if andonlyif YN.neg_p(T, N,complete) ESS(CP). 
Lemma 6G. For any N, 
Trec_p (T, N, incomplete) E acp t w 
if and only if Trec_p (T, N, incomplete) E Qcp t w + 1, 
and 
Frec_p ( T, N, incomplete) E Qcp t w 
if and only if Frec_p ( T, N, incomplete) E a,-, t w + 1. 
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Theorem 7G. pcp( T) E SS(CP) if and only ifpGp( T) E SS( GP). 
Theorem 8G. p,,(T) E FF(CP) if and only ifp,,(T) E FF(GP). 
Theorem 9G. CP is canonical 
Theorems 7G, SG, and 9G establish the relationship between the semantics 
defined by Kunen [7] and the semantics of the transformed program presented in 
this paper. Kunen wrote that if S is any sentence, S is supported by the semantics 
for the program GP if and only if for some N, @cP t N models S. In this paper we 
elucidate the semantics of a general program GP through the (computable) initial 
model of its transformed program CP. The above theorems show that the set of 
literals entailed by the initial model of CP is the set of literals in its success et (by 
Theorem 9G). Restricting the language to L(GP + ), Theorems 7G and 8G show 
that SS(WLCGP+) = SS(GP) and FF(CP),(Gp+j = FF(GP), which is precisely the 
set of literals supported by Kunen’s semantics. In other words the reduction of the 
initial model of CP to the language L( GP + ) is precisely OcP t w. 
The contrast between the two alternative semantics is most evident for univer- 
sally quantified formulae. Let us consider the program PP, of Section 2.2 above: 
q(a) *P(X) 
PMX)) +-P(X) 
The problem with this program is that no finite computation suffices to prove the 
falsity of q(a), so therefore a semantics is needed in which p(T) is false for every 
term T, but q(a) is not. The query VX.,p( X) does not succeed under Kunen’s 
semantics, since it is not modeled by any of the (finite) @c, T N. This formula is 
modeled, however, by the initial model of CP. The nonfalsity of q(a) is preserved in 
the transformed program semantics through a different mechanism. The procedure 
for q is simply recoded so that it is satisfied in the initial model of CP only if there 
is a finite N such that VX.,p( X) is satisfied in aGP p N. 
4. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we have first proposed a transformation which maps any positive logic 
program into a semantically equivalent canonical program, thus providing a con- 
structive proof of the main result of [5]. This transformation has been extended to 
deal with general !ogic programs. 
The least fixed point of the three-valued immediate consequence function defined 
by Fitting is a three-valued model of the program completion. This model is termed 
the initial model because it satisfies precisely those sentences which are Herbrand 
consequences of the program completion. A general program can thus be viewed as 
a set of formulae (its completion) or as a particular model (its initial model). 
The canonical general programs form a particularly useful class because they 
have computable initial models. Since the transformation from arbitrary general 
programs to canonical general programs defined in this paper is explicit, and the 
transformed program CP is semantically equivalent o the original general program 
GP, the initial model of CP, which is computable from GP, can also be viewed as 
the intended interpretation of GP itself. 
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While a computable semantics for general programs has been defined by Kunen 
[7] for arbitrary models satisfying a two-valued equality theory, the restriction to 
Herbrand models, usually observed for positive programs, yields uncomputable 
semantics for general programs. This paper has shown how computability can still 
be recovered without stepping beyond Herbrand models by considering transformed 
programs whose Herbrand consequences are computable. 
APPENDIX A. PROOFS OF LEMMAS 
Lemma 1. VN.VZ.Jin_p(T, N, Z) E SS(CP) V$n_p(T, N, Z) E FF(CP). 
PROOF. Show that if $n_p(T, N, Z) E SS(CP) then fin_p(T, N, Z) E FF(CP). 
We have to consider simultaneously the predicates $n_Pred in CP for all the 
predicates Pred, in PP. The proof is by induction on the value of the second 
argument N. 
N = 0: For all T, jn_p( T, 0, incomplete) E SS(CP) and jin_p( T, 0, complete) E 
FF( CP). 
Suppose the lemma holds for all predicates jin_Pred and all ground terms with 
second argument less than or equal to K: 
fin_p(T, s(K), Z) e SS(CP) 
implies either no rule matches Jin_p(T, N, Z) and therefore fin_p( T, N, Z) E 
FF(CP), or for each rule 
Jin_p(F, 40 Z> + 
jin_b,( Yl, K, Res,), pass_on( complete, Res,, Z,), 
Jin_b,(Y,, K, Res,), pass_on(Z,, Res,, Z,), 
_%_b,,,(Y,,,, K, Red p~s_on(Z’,-l, Res,, Z) 
and instantiation 
Jin_p(T, s(K), CorI) +- 
Jin_b,( T,, K, Res,), pass-on (complete, Res,, CorI& 
$n_b,( T2, K, Res,), pass-on (Carl,, Res,, Carl,), 
&_b,,,( T,,,, K, Res,), pass-on (Carl, _ 1, Res,, CorI) 
either 3i.jin_bi(&, K, Res,) 4 SS(CP) or 3i.pass_on(Compi_,, Resi, Comp,) P 
SS( CP). By the inductive assumption, 
if $n_bi (q;:, K, Res,) 4 SS( Cc) then fin_bi (q, K, Res,) E FF( CP) . 
If pass_on(Compi_,, Res,, Comp,) e SS(CP), then no fact matches this term, so 
pass_on(Comp,_,, Resi, Comp,) G Tcp Jl, and thus pa.ss_on(Comp,_,, Resi, Cornpi) 
E FF(CP). Therefore fin_p( T, s(K), CorI) E FF(CP). 0 
We prove the next two lemmas by simultaneous induction on all the predicates 
$n_P. 
Lemma 2. For all N, p&T) E Tpp t N if and only if $n_p(T, N, complete) E 
SS( CP). 
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PROOF. Basis step: N = 0. Tpp 70 is the empty set. There are no clauses in CP 
whose head matches jin_p( T, 0, complete) for any list of ground terms T. Therefore, 
trivially, 
ppp(T)~Tpp?O ifandonlyif fin_p(T,O,complete)ESS(CP). 
Induction step: Assume that for every fin-P, for all N 5 K, 
pPP (T) E Tpp f N if and only if fin-p (T, N, complete) E SS( CP) . 
Forwards (*): Suppose p&T) E Tpp T s(K). Then there is an instance of a rule 
in PP: 
PPP(T) + b,(T,)w b,(L) 
such that { b,( T,), . . . , b,,,(T,)} L T,, t K. If m = 0, then ppp(T) + is an instance 
of a fact p&Y) + in PP. Therefore there is a corresponding fact 
Jin_p( Y, s(N), complete) + in CP, with instance jn_p(T, s(K), complete) + . 
Therefore fin_p(T, s(K), complete) E SS(CP). 
If m > 0, then { b,( T,), . . . , b,(T,)} G Tpp t K. By the inductive hypothesis, 
bi(&)ETppfK ifandonlyif fin_b,(~,K,complete)ESS(CP) 
and by the specifications of CP, there is an instance of a rule in CP: 
jin_p( T, s(K), complete) + 
jin_b,( T,, K, complete), pass_on( complete, complete, complete), 
fin_b,(T,, K, complete), pass_on(complete, complete, complete), 
$n_b,,,(T,, K, complete), pass_on(complete, complete, complete) 
Clearly pass-on (complete, complete, complete) E SS( CP), and therefore 
fin_p(T, K, complete) E SS(CP). 
Backwards (0: Suppose jin_p( T, s(K), complete) E SS( CP). Then either it is 
an instance of a fact in CP: 
fin-p ( T, s ( K ) , complete) + , 
in which case pPP( T) is an instance of a fact in PP, so pp,,( T) E T,, t s( K ), or else 
it is the head of an instance of a rule in CP: 
jin_p(T, s(K), complete) + 
jin_b,( T,, K, Res,), pass_on(complete, Res,, CornpI), 
fin_b2(T2, K, Res,), pass_on(Comp,, Res,, Camp,), 
&_b,,,(T,, K, Res,), pass_on(Comp,,,_,, Res,, complete) 
such that for each i, 
fin_bi(q, K, Res,) E SS(CP) and pass-on ( Cornpi_,, Resi, Compi) E SS( CP). 
It follows from the rules for pass-on that for each i, Comp, = complete. By the 
inductive assumption 
b,(q) E Tpp?K ifandonlyif jin_b,(q, K,complete) ESS(CP). 
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Therefore the instance of the rule in PP can be used immediately, yielding 
PPP(T) E GP t s(K). 0 
Lemma 3. For every N, (p&T) G Tpp J N if and on& if QCorI.jin_p(T, N, CorI) 
E SS(CP)). 
PROOF. We show the equivalence of the opposite formulae- 
( ppp(T) E Tpp J N if and only if 3CorI._fin_p(T, N, CorI) E SS(CP)) 
--by induction on N. 
Basis step, N = 0: p&T) E Tpp J 0 for every ground atom p&T) in HBLCPPj. 
Also, for each predicate ppp there is a fact jin_p(X,O, incomplete) + in CP. 
Therefore Jin_p( T, 0, incomplete) E SS( CP). 
Induction step: Assume that for every fin-P, for all N I K, 
ppp(T) E Tpp J N if and only if %L’orI.fin_p(T, N, CorI) E SS(CP). 
Forwards ( j): Suppose ppp( T) E Tpp J s(K). Then there is a fact or a rule in 
PP with an instance 
P&T) +- b,(T,)v, b,(T,) 
such that { b,(T,), . . . , b,(T,)} c Tpp J K. 
If m = 0, then ppp(T) + is an instance of a fact ppp( Y) +- in PP. Therefore 
there is a corresponding fact jin_p( Y, s(N), complete) + in CP, with instance 
jin_p(T,s(K),complete) 6. 
Therefore Jin_p( T, s(K), complete) E SS( CP). 
If m ) 0, then there is a corresponding instance of a rule in CP: 
Jin_p(T, s(K), Comp) + 
jin_b,( T,, K, Res,), pass_on( complete, Res,, Comp,), 
Jin_b2(T2, K, Res,), pass_on(Comp,, Res2, Camp,), 
&_b,,,(T,, K, Res,), pass_on(Comp,,,_,, Res,, Comp). 
By the inductive hypothesis 
b,(c)ETppJK ifandonlyif 3CorZ.fin_b,(q,K,CorI)ESS(CP). 
Moreover, 
QComp,, Resj E { complete, incomplete } 3CorI .( pass-on (Compi , Resj, CorI) 
E SS( CP)). 
Therefore 
3Corl.fin_p(T,s(K),CorI) ESS(CP). 
Backwards (=): Suppose !lCorI.jin_p(T, s(K), CorI) E SS(CP). Then either 
there an instance of a fact in CP: 
fin_p(T,s(K),complete)+, 
in which case ppp(T) is an instance of a fact in PP, so ppp(T) E Tpp 1 s(K), or else 
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it is the head of an instance of a rule in CP: 
$n_p(T, s(K), CorJ) + 
jin_b,(T,, K, Res,), pass_on(complete, Res,, Comp,), 
$n_b,(T,, K Res,), pass_on(Comp,, Rq, Comp2), 
Ifin_b,,,(T,,,, K, Res,), pass_on(Comp,,_,, Res,, complete), 
such that for each i, 
fin_bi(q, K, Res,) E SS(CP) and pass-on (Comp, _ 1, Resi , Comp,) E SS ( CP ) . 
It follows from the rules for pass-on that for each i, Comp, E {complete, incomplete}. 
By the inductive assumption 
hi(q) ET~~J K ifandonlyif XYorI.fin_b,(T,, K,CO~I)ESS(CP). 
Therefore the instance of the rule in PP can be used immediately, yielding 
PW(T) E Tpp 4 s(K). •I 
Lemma 4. For any integer K, 
rec_p (T, K, incomplete) E SS( CP) 
if and only if 3N. fin-p (T, N, complete) E SS( CP). 
PROOF. Forwards (a): 
rec_p (T, K, incomplete) E SS( CP) 
3jM. ret_ p( T, K, incomplete) E Tcp t M 
Assume QN.Jin_p(T, N, complete) 6G SS(CP). Then 
rec_p (T, K, incomplete) E Tcp t M 
4 
rec_p (T, s(K), incomplete) E Tcp f M - 1 
rec_p( T, K + M, incomplete) E Tcp t 0. 
This is impossible. 
By contradiction we conclude that 
fin-p (T, N, complete) E SS( CP) 
Backwards ( * ): 
gN.fin_p(T, N, complete) E SS(CP) 
if and only if 
pm(T) E SS(PP) 
if and only if 
QM.p,,(T) E Tpp J M 
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if and only if 
VM.XorI.fin_p (T, M, CorI) E SS( CP). 
Choose the least NO such that $n_p(T, NO, complete) E SS(CP). Then 
VA4 < N,.fin_p(T, NO, incomplete) E SS(CP). 
Suppose K 2 NO. Then 
fin_p(T, NO, complete) E SS(CP) 
-_, (by Lemma 2) 
P&-) E TPP t No 
+ (by monotonicity of T,,) 
~K-o.(P,,(T)ET,JK) 
-_, (by Lemma 2 again) 
tlK2 N,,.(fin_p(T, K,complete) E SS(CP)) 
+ (by inspection of the clauses for rec_p) 
VK 2 N,.( rec_p (T, K, incomplete) E SS( CP)). 
Suppose, on the other hand, K < N,,. Then 
fin-p ( T, N,,, complete) E SS( CP) 
+ (by inspection of the clauses for rec_p) 
rec_p ( T, NO, incomplete) E SS( CP) 
+ (by clauses for rec_p, since fin-p (T, NO - 1, incomplete) E SS( CP)) 
rec_p (T, N,, - 1, incomplete) E SS( CP) 
+ 
4 (by exhaustion) 
VK c N,.( rec_p (T, K, incomplete) E SS( CP)). 
Lemma 5. For any integer K, 
rec_p ( T, K, incomplete) E FF( CP ) if and only if 
3N. { fin-p (T, N, complete), fin_p( T, N, incomplete)} c FF(CP) 
PROOF. Forwards(-): 
rec_p (T, K, incomplete) E FF( CP) 
4 
gM.rec_p( T, K, incomplete) 4. Tcp J M. 
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Assume VN.(jin_p(T, N, complete) E SS(CP)) V (jin_p(T, N, incomplete) E 
SS(CP)). It follows from this assumption that for any Cor1 (= complete or 
incomplete), 
VN.fin_p(T, N, CorI) E Tcp 1 N. 
Then 
rec_p (T, K, incomplete) 4 Tcp 4 M 
+ (from the clauses for rec_p, since fin-p ( T, K, Cod ) E Tc- 1 M - 1) 
either rec_p (T, s(K), complete) 4 Tcp 1 A4 - 1 
(contradicting the definition of rec_p ) 
or rec_p(T, s(K), incomplete) E Tcp 1 M - 1. 
--f (by the same argument) 
rec_p(T,s(s(K)),incomplete)@ T,,JM-2 
rec_p (T, K + M, incomplete) G Tcp 5_ 0. 
This is impossible. By contradiction we conclude that 
jN.(fin_p(T, N, complete) 4 SS( CP)) A (fin-p (T, N, incomplete) 4 SS( CP)) . 
Lemma 1 gives us the required conclusion: 
3N.VCorI.fin_p( T, N, Cod) E FF(CP). 
Backwards ( e ): 
VCorI.fin_p (T, N,, Cod) E FF( CP) 
-9 (by Lemma 3) 
pw(T) 4 GP 5- N,. 
Assume K 2 No. Then 
P&T) 4 TPP 4 No 
-_, 
VK~NW(PPP(T)@ T,P-) 
(by Lemma 3) 
:K 2 N,.VCorI.(jin_p(T, K, Carl) E FF(CP)) 
+ (by inspection of the clauses for rec_p ) 
VK 2 N,.( rec_p (T, K, incomplete) E FF( CP)) 
(A4 
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Assume, on the other hand, K < No. Then 
Pmm 4 TPPJNO 
+ 
PFvm E mm 
-_, (by Lemma 2) 
VM.fin_p( T, M, complete) E FF(CP). 
From the assumption (A.l) and the clauses for rec_p, 
rec_p (T, N,, incomplete) E FF( CP) 
--* (from result (A.2) and the clauses for rec_p) 
rec_p ( T, N, - 1, incomplete ) E FF( CP ) 
(A.21 
-_, (by exhaustion) 
VKk N,.(rec_p(T, K, incomplete) E FF(CP)). 0 
Lemma 6. VN.(rec_p(T, N, incomplete) E Tcp 1 w --+ rec_p(T, N, incomplete) E 
Tcp .l‘w + 1). 
PROOF. Suppose rec_p(T, M, incomplete) E Tcp J w. Then by Lemma 5, 
VN.( fin_p(T, N, complete) E Tcp J w V fin_p(T, N, incomplete) E Tcp 4 w) 
If jin_p( T, M, complete) E Tcp 4 w, then by Lemma 1, fin_p( T, M, complete) E 
SS(CP), so (by the procedure for rec_p) rec_p(T, M, incomplete) E SS(CP) and 
therefore 
rec_p (T, M, incomplete) E Tcp 4 w + 1. 
If, on the other hand, Jin_p(T, M, incomplete) E Tcp 4 w, since, using the corollary 
(1) to Lemma 5, rec_p(T, s(M), incomplete) E Tcp J w, the recursive clause for 
rec_p gives 
rec_p(T, M, incomplete) E Tcp 1 u + 1. •I 
Lemma 1G. 
Atom E SS(CP) V Atom E FF(CP), 
for any ground atom Atom =jin_p(T, N, C) or Atom = neg_p(T, IV, C). 
PROOF. Show that if Atom 4 SS(CP) then Atom E FF(CP). We have to consider 
simultaneously the predicates $n_Pred and neg_Pred in CP for all the predicates 
Pred,, in PP. The proof is by induction on the value of the second argument N. 
N = 0: For all T, jin_p(T,O, incomplete) E SS(CP) and $n_p(T,O, complete) E 
FF(CP). Therefore (from the procedure for neg_p), neg_p(T,O, incomplete) E 
SS(CP) and [since QGP t 1 makes +?n_p( T, 0, incomplete) false] neg_p( T, 0, com- 
plete) E FF( CP). 
Inductive step: Suppose the lemma holds for predicates $n_Pred and neg_Pred 
for all ground terms with second argument less than or equal to K: 
fin_p(T, s(K), Z) 4 SS(CP) 
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implies that either no rule matches fin_p(T, N, 2) and therefore jin_p( T, N, Z) E 
FF(CP), or for each rule 
JinAY, s(K), Z) + 
New-&( Yi, K, Res,), pass_on (complete, Resl, Z,), 
New_bz(Y,, K, Res,), pass_on(Z,, Res,, ZA 
kew_b,,,(Y,, K, Res,), pass_on(Z,,,_,, Res,, Z) 
and instantiation 
finAT, s(K), Co4 +- 
New_b,( T,, K, Res,), pass_on( complete, Res,, CorI), 
New_b,( T2, K, Res,), pa.ss_on(CorI,, Resz, CorI,), 
kew_b,,,(T,, K, Res,), pass_on(CorI,,_,, Res,, CorI) 
(where New-b, is either fin-b, or neg_b,), either ji.New_b,(T,, K, Res,) 4 SS(CP) 
or 3i.pass_on(Compi_l, Resi, Comp,) e SS(CP). 
If New_bi(l;:, K, Res,) 4 SS(CP), then, by the inductive assumption, 
New_b,(&, K, Res,) E FF(CP). 
If pas.s_on(Comp,_,, Resi, Comp,) 4 SS(CP), then no fact matches this term, so 
pass_on(Compi_l, Resi, Comp,) 6? T,, 4 1, and thus pass_on(Comp,_,, Res,, Comp,) 
E FF( CP). Therefore Jin_p( T, s(K), CorI) E FF( CP). 
If neg_p( T, s(K), incomplete) 4 SS(CP), then (by the first rule for neg_p) 
fin_p(T, s(K), incomplete) 4 SS(CP) 
so (by the previous paragraph) Jin_p( T, s( K ), mcompZete) E FF( CP), and therefore 
neg_p( T, s( K), incomplete) E FF(CP). 
Lastly, if neg_p(T, s(K), complete) 4 SS(CP), then fin_p(T, s(K), incomplete) 
P FF(CP) or jin_p(T, s(K), complete) 4 FF(CP). By the result for 
fin_p( T, s(K), CorI), it follows that $n_p( T, s(K), incomplete) E SS(CP) or 
$n_p(T, s(K), complete) E SS(CP), and therefore for some integer M, QGp f M 
makes +?n_p( T, s( K ), complete) A -fin_p( T, s(K), complete) false. Therefore (by 
the second rule for neg_p) neg_p( T, s(K), complete) E FF(CP). •I 
From Lemma 1G it follows that any ground atom New-p (T, N, CorI) E Tcp 1 w 
must be in SS(CP), so it also belongs to Tcp J w + 1. 
Lemma 2G. 
Tp,,(T) E OGp? N ifandonly if fin_p(T, N, complete) E SS(CP) 
and 
I;p,,(T) E acp t N ifand only if neg_p(T, N, complete) E SS(CP). 
PROOF. The first equivalence--p&T) E QGp t N if and only if $n_p(T, N, com- 
plete) E SS(CP)-has a proof similar to the proof of Lemma 2 above. We prove the 
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second equivalence, as in the proof of Lemma 3 above, by showing the opposite 
equivalence: 
F’,,(T) g QGP t N if and only if Korl.fin_p (Z’, N, Carl) E SS( CP). 
The two inductions are performed simultaneously, as the result for 
fin_p(T, K, complete) is required to prove the result for neg_p(T, s(K), complete) 
and vice versa. 
To set up the parallel with Lemma 3 we first prove: 
neg_p (T, N, complete) 4 SS( CP) if and only if 
fin-p (T, N, complete) E SS( CP) V fin-p (T, N, incomplete) E SS( CP). 
We have 
neg_p (T, N, complete) @ SS( CP) 
if and only if (by Lemma 1G) 
neg_p (T, N, complete) E FF( CP) 
if and only if 
3M.( .Fneg_p (T, N, complete) E Qcp f s(M)) 
if and only if 
3M.( Tfin_p(T, N, complete) E acp 7 M V Tfin_p ( T, N, incomplete) E a,, t M ) 
if and only if 
fin-p (T, N, complete) E SS( CP) V fin-p (T, N, incomplete) E SS( CP). 
The inductive proof is then similar to those set out in the proof of Lemmas 2 and 
3 above. 17 
Lemma 4G. For any integer K, 
rec_p (T, K, incomplete) E SS( CP) 
ifandonl,,if YN.fin_p(T, N,complete) ESS(CP) 
The proof is the same as for Lemma 4. 
Lemma 5G. For any integer K, 
rec_p (T, K, incomplete) E FF( CP) 
if and only if gN.neg_p(T, N, complete) E SS(CP) 
The equivalence 
neg_p (T, N, complete) 4 SS( CP) if and only if 
fin-p (T, N, complete) E SS( CP) V fin-p (T, N, incomplete) E SS( CP) 
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implies that 
YN.neg_p(T, N, complete) E SS(CP) 
if and only if 
3N.( fin-p (T, N, complete) 4 SS( CP) A fin-p (T, N, incomplete) @ SS( CP)) 
if and only if 
3N.I fin_p(T, N, complete), fin-p (T, N, incomplete)} c FF( CP). 
Thus the proof of Lemma 5 can be used unchanged. 
Lemma 6G. 
VN.( Trec_p (T, N, incomplete) E acp t w 
if and only if Trec_p (T, N, incomplete) E Qcp t 0 + 1 
Frec_p (T, N, incomplete) E acp t w 
if and on& if Frec_p (T, N, incomplete) E acp 7 w + 1). 
PROOF. 
Trec_p ( T, N, incomplete) E acp t w + 1 
implies that either 
(I) ??n__p(T, N, complete) E QcP t a, in which case it follows easily that 
Trec_p(T, N, incomplete) E Qcp t w, or 
(2) { TJin_p(T, N, incomplete), Trec_p(T, s(N), incomplete)} c acp t w, in which 
case (by Lemma 4G) 3M.jn_p(T, M, complete) E SS(CP). Therefore (also 
by Lemma 4G), Trec_p( T, N, incomplete) E SS( CP) 
If Frec_p(T, N, incomplete) E Qcp t w + 1, then either 
(1) 
(2) 
Frec_p(T, s(N), incomplete) E Qcp t w in which case for some M, 
Frec_p(T, s(N), incomplete) E g(F),, T M, 
and therefore 
Frec_p(T,N,incomplete)Eg(F).,?M+l, 
so 
Frec_p (T, N, incomplete) E g(F) cp t w , 
or 
VCorI. F$n_p( T, N, CorZ) E Qcp t w. In this case 
fin-p (T, N, complete) 4 SS( CP) A fin-p (T, N, incomplete) E SS( CP), 
which, as shown in the proof of Lemma 2G, implies 
neg_p (T, N, complete) E SS( CP), 
and thus, by Lemma 5G, 
Frec_p (T, N, incomplete) E ap, t w. 0 
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Theorem 7G. p&T) E SS(CP) if and only ifp&T) E SS(GP). 
Proof as for Theorem 7. 
Theorem 8G. pep(T) E FF(CP) if and only ifp,,(T) E FF(GP). 
PROOF. 
P&T) E FF(CP) 
if and only if 
rec_p (T,O, incomplete) E FF( CP) 
if and only if (by Lemma 5G) 
qM.neg_p(T, M, complete) E SS(CP) 
if and only if (by Lemma 1G) 
3M.l;p,,(T) E ‘%p t M 
if and only if 
Theorem 9G. CP is canonical. 
Proof as for Theorem 9 (note that the corollary to Lemma 1G extends to 
predicates neg_p). 
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